MSC grad escapes Terror at the Towers unscathed

by Alex Castlino

A MSC graduate survived the World Trade Center bomb explosion without injury on Friday, Feb. 26.

Verona resident Tim Degnan, 40, who is a Maintenance Unit supervisor for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey at the World Trade Center was on the same level of the bomb.

"It was a sound that I'll never forget for the rest of my life," said Degnan. The former MSC student was in an employee locker room at the north side of the B2 level of 1 World Trade Center at the time of the blast. "Ground Zero" of the explosion was 180 ft. away at the south side of that level explained Degnan.

After being knocked to the floor from the vibrations of the explosion, Degnan's first thought were of "anticipation." "I thought the ceiling was going to come down on me...I was waiting for something else to happen," said Degnan.

While hearing "moans" of some co-workers closer to the explosion area who were "black from smoke, bleeding and in a state of shock," Degnan's main interest was helping these people get to the safety of the main concourse level two flights up. "I didn't think of the danger of the smoke filled corridors," said Degnan.

"I was more concerned with the people I knew were in the area," he added.

For the next 12 hours Degnan played a role in the disaster response team when he learned he had lost four close Port Authority co-workers who were killed from the explosion. "This experience hasn't sunk in yet," said Degnan. Degnan now faces the job of "getting the building back in shape." Degnan's 12 hour shifts include supervising repair of some of the 90 windows broken on the upper levels, repairs of doors, painting of the interior and constructing makeshift offices for the Disaster Command Center.

Degnan graduated from MSC in 1989 with a degree in Industrial Studies. He has been employed by the Port Authority for over 20 years.

Swiped:

by Glenn Steinberg

SGA President, Gouri Sadhwani meeting Tuesday that one of their offices, 112E, must be vacated to make room for Student Government legislators.

"There was no discussion as far as she was concerned," Coligan said, "I told her that the office was occupied and I couldn't afford to give it up, but it didn't seem to matter."

SGA Vice President, Richard Kunze said, "I thought the space would be necessary for the legislators to fulfill their mandatory office hours and work on various projects. The office space of all student-run organizations in the Student Center is owned by the SGA," he said. Kunze explained that the SGA Executive Board decided to "allocate" the space to the legislators rather than The Montclarion.

"Using their [the SGA Executive Board] logic, any piece of property owned by a student organization is subject to seizure at any time," Colligan said, "That office has been used by The Montclarion since the Student Center opened. This 'reallocation' is bullshit." George Calle, Managing Editor of The Montclarion, brought the matter to the attention of the legislature during last night's SGA meeting. "Most legislators were very receptive and concerned with our needs. However, Gouri seemed adamant to rule by decree and stand by her original position which leaves The Montclarion no role in the final decision making."

Colligan and Calle have called for a search for an alternative site for the legislators' office. One suggestion has been room 112F, formerly one of two SGA offices which is slated to become a storage area for SGA financial records according to SGA Treasurer, Robert Trantor. Calle has offered to donate his time to help find a mutually agreeable site for legislative office space. "As long as we are approached in a civilized manner," he said, "we are more than willing to help find a solution towards obtaining well-deserved office space for the legislators."
Despite laws against forced labor, millions are being enslaved worldwide according to an International Labor Organization report. As many as 200 million people may be in bondage.

Serbia's military leader has agreed to let women, children and the elderly flee to eastern enclaves that his forces have sealed off from international aid. Bosnian forces are preparing for an offensive to free the area.

Romania and Bulgaria were rocked by the biggest blizzard to hit the region in decades. Two feet of snow fell even in the lower coastal areas. The Balkan region has been keeping with a pattern of brutal winters following wars dating back to at least the American Revolution.

Irish citizens blamed Palestinian laborers for slashing their boss' throat as he brought them to work.

Democrats of the House Budget Committee said late Monday that they have found 63 billion dollars more than they feel can be cut from the budget. The cuts will take place over a four year period. These further cuts are close to Clinton's original deficit reduction.

David Koresh and his Branch Davidian Followers are held up in a compound by the F.B.I. agents. 21 of the 38 children assessed to be inside the settlement 10 miles east of Waco, Texas have been freed. The F.B.I. fears that Koresh is hoping for a fire fight. Reportedly, all those still in the compound are there of their own volition.

A federal administrative law judge started hearing an animal welfare violations case against a major supplier of biological studies products. Carolina biological supply is accused by an animal rights group of embalming live cats. A videotape has recorded several cats twitching during the process and is the main evidence.

A major winter storm plowed across the region late last week. Winds up to 75 mph were recorded across the region. 200,000 people lost power throughout the area. Coastal erosion and flooding washed away about a dozen homes but the storm did far less damage than the December Nor'Easter.

Several arrests were made relating to the World Trade Center bombing. Authorities have not decisively determined how or if the suspects actually took part in the attack. The van used for the bomb was rented and returned to the rental agency by a man demanding his 400 dollar deposit back. He claims the van was stolen. People hurt in the blast have already begun to file lawsuits.

On Monday a bill that would require public school health and family life teachers to stress abstinence as the only reliable way to avoid sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy was approved by a 54-7 vote in the New Jersey State Assembly.

Report any corrections to The Montclarion 893-5169 or drop us a memo. We are located in the Student Center Annex, Rm. 113.
Campus Police Report

compiled by Kelly J. Schab

Solicitors on the rise

Reports of soliciting of perfume and other items, seemingly targeted to fraternities and sororities, have been reported on Mar. 5 and Mar. 8.

The solicitors, according to Sgt. Debra Newcombe of the MSC campus Police, all hail from the same area of New York, Huntington and Flushing and are all college age or a little older.

“There is an unwritten policy that you can’t arrest anyone for soliciting,” Newcombe said. However, she said, campus police can arrest solicitors for trespassing.

In towns, people need permits to solicit, according to Newcombe.

She advised students to report any solicitors right away and let the campus police deal with them. Newcombe also said that there should be “no soliciting” signs posted in all buildings.

Vandilization

• Motor Vehicle
3/6 A female Blanton resident reported a window was broken while her car was parked overnight in lot 21.
• Soda Machine
3/7 An employee of the student center reported 12:20 pm that one Coca-Cola machine was damaged.

Requested Assistance

3/6 Little Falls Police Department requested assistance to apprehend people who skipped out without paying their check at the Ambrosia Diner. With a description of the car, campus police were able to locate the offenders in Blanton Hall. They were taken into custody where they paid restitution. No criminal charges were pressed against them.

3/7 Someone had discharged a fire extinguisher on the main stage in Memorial Auditorium.

Theft from Motor Vehicle
3/6 A female Blanton resident reported her car was broken into while it was parked overnight in lot 23. Credit cards and cash were taken from her purse.

Recovered Stolen Vehicle
3/7 A officer recovered a car that was stolen from Bloomfield and was dropped off at MSC.

Harrassment
3/6 A female Blanton resident reported she had been receiving obscene phone calls.

Medical
3/6 A female Blanton resident reported severe abdominal pain. She was taken to the hospital by the Montclair ambulance squad.

Suspicious Activities
3/6 A female Bohn resident reported someone had tried to set her door on fire.

Theft
3/6 A bag was taken from Finley Hall.
3/8 A female student reported the theft of her wallet from her pocket book from the TV studio.

Update
3/8 The trial of Steven Sanders, the former student indicted with charges of burglary and theft from the Aldon food service cafe in Blanton Hall, was put to trial by grand jury. He was also indicted with charges of theft by deception and theft from the bookstore.

SGA protests windows

by Jennifer Madera

Connie Ford has been given the position of acting director of the Student Center Administration. The Student Center Administration provides maintenance to the building and keeps the facility aesthetically intact.

It is costing MSC $2.3 million to renovate Partridge Hall into the bustling administration building. Of the $2.3 million it is costing $80,000 to install new windows in the faculty offices. The SGA finds these expenses very excessive.

In the open forum, representatives from The Montclarion complained about the SGA Executive Board’s decision to convert an active Montclarion office into one for the SGA legislators.

President Clinton unveils National Service Plan

by Laurie-Elaine Matrician

President Clinton challenged young people to join him in “a great national adventure that will change America forever, and for the better,” in an address to students at Rutgers University on March 1, 1993.

The Great American Adventure, otherwise known as the national service plan will enable young people to borrow the money for college from the government, then pay back the loan through one or two years of community service work before, during or after college.

Through national service, thousands will have the opportunity to pay for college by rebuilding their communities—serving as teachers, police officers, health care workers and in other capacities.

In order to initiate this plan, Clinton has called for a Summer of Service. This summer, more than 1,000 young people will serve in selected areas around the country, learning to lead and getting children who are at risk ready for school.

Through this plan, Clinton hopes to make a college education available to everyone.

How will this plan affect Montclair State College? “I only know what I’ve seen in the newspapers,” said Dr. Richards, Director of Financial Aid.

The Conservation Club was founded in 1969 and is considered by many to be the ecological conscience of MSC. They work in recycling, sponsor Earth Week and have various environmental workshops and lectures.

The SGA finds these expenses very excessive.

The Latin American Student Organization (LASO) was granted a Class One charter for the academic year 1993-94.

It is costing MSC $2.3 million to renovate Partridge Hall into the bustling administration building. Of the $2.3 million it is costing $80,000 to install new windows in the faculty offices. The SGA finds these expenses very excessive.

In the open forum, representatives from The Montclarion complained about the SGA Executive Board’s decision to convert an active Montclarion office into one for the SGA legislators.

The Latin American Student Organization (LASO) was granted a Class One charter for the academic year 1993-94.

LASO was established in 1970 and takes pride in being the first Latino-run student organization in New Jersey. They have 80 members and was voted best Class One organization last year.

The Conservation Club was granted a Class One charter for the academic year 1993-94. They were founded in 1969 and is considered to be the ecological conscience of MSC. They work in recycling, sponsor Earth Week and have various environmental workshops and lectures.

The SGA finds these expenses very excessive.
Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh® system ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic® computer gives you a sharp, bright Sony Trinitron display, built-in audio, file sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple® StyleWriter II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output while still fitting within your budget. See this new system today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you’ll get special student pricing, as well as service during college. And discover the power of Macintosh. The power more college students choose. The power to be your best.

For further information visit
The College Store
Lower Level – Student Center Building

Pepperoni and Mushroom.

The affordable, new Apple StyleWriter II and Apple Macintosh Color Classic.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.
In celebration of National Women’s History Month, Studio Theatre Series of MS proudly presents *Uncommon Women and Others* by Wendy Wasserstein. Directed by senior BFA acting major, Cara Andrichak, this production takes a revealing look at women’s changing roles during the early seventies. It speaks a universal message to all people as it probes deep into the hearts and psyche of individuals confronted with a myriad of choices. The play begins as a group of women friends reunite and reminisce about college life. A series of flashbacks take us back to the time when the girls were still in college.

The “uncommon women” include Elyse Wolf as Kate, Stephanie Koempel as Samantha, Rebecca Rhodes as Holly, Stacey Roth as Muffet, Sakeenah as Rita, Jennifer Ritchkoff as Susie, Laura Ketcham as Carter, Kristianne Meyer as Leilah, and Stacy Rice as the ditzy house mother Mrs. Plumm.

As a whole, the cast does a fine job of blending wit, humor and seriousness to show the uniqueness of their characters. There are also some notable performances by the individual actresses. Elyse Wolf who plays Katie Quin, an ambitious and driven girl, gives a compelling and realistic portrayal of a young woman determined to be successful. Sakeenah as the “ever creative” Rita Altabel is not only comical in her portrayal, but very energetic and lively. She imbues her character with an uncanniness that is surpassed only by her frivolity. And, Laura Ketcham, though a minor character in the play, well enacts her role of Carter “the quiet intellectual” who takes it all in from an objective distance. Her expressions provide a wealth of insight about her character.

Set design by Amy Horvath is realistic depicting college dorms and a sitting room. Light design by Sharon Mayerchak is effective, and costumes, designed by Tanya Guercy enhance the authenticity of the play’s time period.

In an interview, director Andrichak summed up the production’s significance by stating: “It’s trying to give the audience a way to relate to life’s experiences. This is close to what we all go through.”

Performances of *Uncommon Women and Others* run on March 9 through March 13 at 8 pm and March 14 at 2 pm. For ticket information, call 893-5112.
**All around campus...**

What do you think the punishment should be for the World Trade Center bombing?

I think we should bungee cord him from the top of the World Trade Center and then cut the rope.

Bob Wall
Senior, Marketing

I feel that this person should be executed because he/she is responsible for the deaths of five people and injuries to many others.

I think the punishment should be death.

Ray Acevedo
Junior, Technology

I feel that this person should be addressed by the bombers. They should be definitely punished and judged harshly.

Jennifer Crossley
Freshman, Education

Face public humility. The victims and families should be able to address the bombers. They should be definitely punished and judged harshly.

Juliane Esposito
Sophomore, Early Childhood

---

**Greek Weekly**

**Social**

3/11 Alpha Iota Chi and Zeta Beta Tau mixer.

3/11 Theta Kappa Chi will be mixing with Iota Kappa Phi from NJIT.

3/11 Phi Sigma Sigma is having a mixer with Theta Xi.

3/11&3/16 Tau Phi Beta is having an open party.

3/12 Sigma Delta Phi and Senate are mixing.

3/12 Delta Phi Epsilon and Alpha Chi Rho will be having a mixer.

3/12 Delta Sigma Theta will be having a volleyball game at Panzer Gym from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

3/13 Sigma Delta Tau and Delta Chi will be having a mixer.

3/14 Zeta Phi Beta will hold an Informational at 4 p.m. in the Student Center, Room 419.

3/26 Zeta Phi Beta will be having a party at William Paterson in the Student Center ballrooms.

**Fundraising**

4/5 Sigma Phi Rho will be holding its sixth annual "Putting On The Lips" lip sync. Flyers are around campus.

Tau Kappa Epsilon is having a party at Club Bellville. Admission is $5, $4 for girls.

Delta Xi Delta coupon books are still on sale. Only $15. See any sister.

Alpha Iota Chi will be having a bagel sale in Partridge Hall on Tuesdays.

Delta Phi Epsilon associate members will be sponsoring a bagel sale on Thursday 3/11.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is having a raffle for one month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.

IFC is holding a raffle.

Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale on March 15.

Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the Student Center this week for its philanthropy.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green bagels for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17.

3/12 Delta Sigma Theta will be having a volleyball game at Panzer Gym from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

3/12 Sigma Tau Nu is holding a raffle for one month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.

IFC is holding a raffle.

Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale on March 15.

Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the Student Center this week for its philanthropy.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green bagels for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17.

3/12 Delta Sigma Theta will be having a volleyball game at Panzer Gym from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

3/12 Sigma Tau Nu is holding a raffle for one month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.

IFC is holding a raffle.

Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale on March 15.

Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the Student Center this week for its philanthropy.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green bagels for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17.

3/12 Delta Sigma Theta will be having a volleyball game at Panzer Gym from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

3/12 Sigma Tau Nu is holding a raffle for one month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.

IFC is holding a raffle.

Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale on March 15.

Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the Student Center this week for its philanthropy.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green bagels for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17.

Blanton Hall from 4-7 p.m.

Sigma Tau Nu is holding a raffle for one month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.

IFC is holding a raffle.

Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale on March 15.

Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the Student Center this week for its philanthropy.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green bagels for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17.

Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring a Grateful Dead ticket raffle. $2 a chance to win 2 floor tickets at Nassau Coliseum in New York on Friday, April 2.

Sigma Alpha Iota will be selling bagels and coffee every Monday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the McEachern Music Building.

Phi Sigma Sigma is having a mini-paddle sale all this week at the Phi Sig table and in the Blanton Hall cafeteria.

Theta Xi is selling sunglasses for $3.50. See a brother.
Rosie the Riveter did it during World War II. You’re probably thinking what did she do? Better yet, you’re wondering, who in the world is Rosie Riveter?

First, Rosie is not a real person. She’s a symbol. She appeared on a World War II propaganda poster designed to encourage women to take jobs in defense plants. Over 20 million answered the call, working in shipyards, aircraft manufacturing, oil refineries, and other heavy industry. Rosie the Riveter became the symbol of women’s willingness and ability to do whatever needed to be done. She represented the millions of women who helped dispel the notion that a woman’s role was in the home.

MSC’s Women’s Center and the Women’s Studies Program worked together to provide a host of activities to celebrate Women’s History Month, this month. “Although we are two separate groups with different objectives, we have similar interests. We worked with one another to generate programs and activities on campus that support women’s issues and honor the history of the month,” said Dr. Joan Picken. Director of the Women’s Center.

Rosie the Riveter is the symbol of this month’s celebration. “We chose Rosie as our symbol and the slogan ‘We can do it!’ to illustrate the fact that women can do whatever they want to do.”

We Can Do It!

Rosie the Riveter

The Montclarion, Thursday, March 11, 1993

Women’s Month: A "Riveting" Experience

Bored with Bud? Brew your own!

by George Olachowski

All right, we have the Rathskellar back. So where’s the beer?

You want beer? Go out to Clove Road, check up on your buddy who’s been inebriating your beer, and give him a Hiroshima-level hangover. There’s something for the better part of the semester, and check up on your buddy who’s been inebriating on since you became 21, or your last frat die mass-produced suds you have been sucking down. What’s the solution?

Brew your own!

I first read the book (The New Complete Joy of Homebrewing) by Charlie Papazian. He said it was the best book he’s ever read on the subject, and it taught you from clueless beginner to seasoned homebrewer. I wasn’t skeptical, but I really had no choice. Either I do a little research, or I doom myself to drinking the same old beer. After the first three chapters, I was hooked. Papazian teaches you exactly how to do everything, and even gives you a treasure trove of recipes to get you started. After reading the book twice (it’s actually an entertaining read), I began to brew my first batch of honest-to-goodness homemade beer, from scratch. I bottled it, waited three weeks for it to carbonate itself, then I had a bottle. Every commercial beer since that one tastes like piss water to me. It was fantastic!

The New Complete Joy of Homebrewing by Charlie Papazian. It said he was the best book he’s ever read on the subject, and it taught you from clueless beginner to seasoned homebrewer. I wasn’t skeptical, but I really had no choice. Either I do a little research, or I doom myself to drinking the same old beer. After the first three chapters, I was hooked. Papazian teaches you exactly how to do everything, and even gives you a treasure trove of recipes to get you started. After reading the book twice (it’s actually an entertaining read), I began to brew my first batch of honest-to-goodness homemade beer, from scratch. I bottled it, waited three weeks for it to carbonate itself, then I had a bottle. Every commercial beer since that one tastes like piss water to me. It was fantastic!

As I mentioned before, hangovers may be a thing of the past with homemade beer, but the harsh, mind-numbing effects of alcohol processing sucks out of you when you down all the essentials—hopped malt, yeast, the fermentation. Variety. An escape from the stresses of daily life. A way to be adventurous.

Rosie the Riveter!

I wanted another form of vitamin B to replenish what was lost. (This is a side-effect of vitamin B deficiency. (This is a side-effect of vitamin B deficiency. I’m not enough undergraduate women are interested in participating in women’s issues. I think there’s a reluctance to be involved because of labelling, but hopefully they’ll see the calendar of events and find something that grabs them,” said Picken.

According to the Women’s Center, 3. The New Complete Joy of Homebrewing

Rosie the Riveter (N O W), which will be a follow-up on the highly publicized Glen Ridge Assault Trial, on Wednesday, March 17. Both events will take place in the Student Center.

“We want to not only celebrate what women have accomplished, but also to heighten awareness of where we are and where we need to go. More people need to become sensitized to women’s issues. We are going to achieve this through the month’s events,” said Picken.
Media Center offers valuable experience

by David Di Gregorio

For college work-study students, the MSC Media Center under the leadership of Bob Barzinski, Dave Fogg, Jack O'Brien and John Walz can offer a wide variety of enriching experiences. Here a student can quickly get to know the college and also become familiar with various audio visual equipment and their applications.

The Media Center offers a student a variety of different jobs because the needs of the faculty vary. If the job is as simple as rolling a VCR and monitor into a classroom a new contact has been made with a professor. If the professor requires an operator for a particular piece of equipment, the student gets a chance to audit the class, learning about things perhaps outside his or her area of specialty.

Last semester, I was assigned to work for Professor Lay in the "Art Forum" classes and had a chance to learn about many contemporary artists. I also worked with Professor Walsh as a projectionist in her "Cinema as an Art Form" and learned of many unique short films she presents.

Working for Professor Cutler and Professor Arthur gave me a chance to learn more about films like Good Fellas, 2001: A Space Odyssey, Notorious, Citizen Kane, Sunset Boulevard and many others.

Other experiences a student may encounter working in the Media Center may be to video tape an event such as Inns of Court or a poetry reading in the Student Center, or narrate a slide presentation. Naturally, we are constantly trained in the proper use and care of a wide variety of equipment.

Through what I learned in the Media Center, I was able to produce a successful slide/sound presentation as a final project for the class in the History of Journalism. The experience which I have had has turned my MSC experience from a good one into a great one. I think that this work study opportunity is the best on campus and am glad to have the experience. I highly recommend it.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

A View From Afar

Verna June Gallop
Middlesex University London
Theatre Major
Graduation Date 1994

"We dare you to be adventurous, learn and have fun!"

For more information please contact The Office of International Studies
Russ Hall Room 124. Or call 893-7374.
NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO WILL BE RETURNING IN THE SUMMER SESSIONS 1993 AND/OR FALL SEMESTER 1993

Registration for the Summer Sessions 1993 and the Fall Semester 1993 will occur simultaneously between April 6-22, 1993.

All students who are enrolled for the Spring 1993 and who are eligible to return for the Summer or Fall 1993 will have a Registration Appointment Card mailed to their home address during the week of March 15, 1993.

Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits will be assigned an in person registration appointment date and time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students will be assigned a range of dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.

Cards will not be generated for students who are on the May 1993 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in May and who wish to register for Summer or Fall 1993 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 893-4376.

Students who do not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements and students who have an outstanding financial obligation to the College will not be sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic Skills Office or the Business Office to obtain their card.

YOU MUST HAVE THIS CARD IN ORDER TO REGISTER.

No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card attached.


PLEASE READ THE SUMMER SESSIONS CATALOG AND THE FALL 1993 SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!! They will be available during the week of March 29, 1993.

You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for both Summer and Fall registration. The Registration Appointment Card, together with your Registration form, will serve as your personal registration packet.

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.

WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH CALENDAR

**WEDNESDAY - 3 MARCH**
*CREATIVE EXPRESSIONS* by Montclair State Women
2:30 pm Reception - President's Office

ACE NIP Luncheon "Celebrating Montclair State Women" Noon - 2:00 pm
Student Center - $8.50 - call M. Garcia Ext. 4368 for information

'Sociology of Being a Public Servant' Dr. Mary Murphy - 8:00 pm Kops Lounge.

**THURSDAY - 4 MARCH**
Women's History Month Commences with President's Proclamation and Flag Raising
Ceremony Noon - 12:30 pm
Student Center Quad

'Remembering Rosie'; "Where We've Been, Where We're Going" Film Presentation by Dr. Laura Kramer
12:20 pm Student Center Rooms 411-414

**SUNDAY - 7 MARCH**
Women Artists of Montclair "After the Garden-Emergence" 1:00 - 4:00 pm Gallery 1

**MONDAY - 8 MARCH**
Keynote Address: The Honorable Congresswoman Marge Roukema US House of Representatives 10:00 am - 12:00 pm Student Center Rooms 411-414

**TUESDAY - 9 MARCH**
"Uncommon Women and Others" Wendy Wasserstein play will run in Studio Theatre at 8:00 pm 3/9 through 3/13 and at 2:00 pm on 3/14. Limited seating, call 893-5112 for info. Tickets are $2.00 students, $3.00 sr., citizens & faculty/staff, $4.00 standard admission.

**WEDNESDAY - 10 MARCH**
The Women of Montclair State presents: "Preparing Women for Workforce 2000" Student Center Ballroom B 7:30 pm

**THURSDAY - 11 MARCH**
SILENT VOICES AND COLLECTIVE OUTREACH: A GENDERED LOOK AT EDUCATION presented by Dr. Michelle Fine, Professor in the Social Personality Psychology Department, Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New York - Student Center Rooms 411-414
Noon - 1:00 pm

**CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS TO FOLLOW:**
1:15 - 2:00 pm

SHORTCUTTING GIRLS by Prof. Myrna Danzig, Educational Foundations

"WOMEN'S WAYS OF LEARNING: PARADIGM FOR A NEW ERA" by Dr. Gloria Pierce, Counseling, Human Development and Educational leadership

INTERSECTION OF SOCIAL ACTIVISM AND LEARNING by Prof. Virginia Cunne, Women's Studies
2:15 - 3:00 pm

DISCOUNTING WOMEN OF COLOR IN EDUCATION," by Dr. Lorraine Mayfield-Brown, Director of Women's Studies Program

NATION FORMATION AND GENDER IDENTITY, by Dr. Carla Petievich, Dept. of History

GENDER EQUITY IN THE WORKPLACE by Dr. Eileen Kaplan, Department of Management
3:00 - 3:30 pm

WRAP-UP SESSION

**TUESDAY - 16 MARCH**
Institute for Critical Thinking presents: "Women's Perspectives on Learning" A brown bag lunch discussion facilitated by Lesley Coia, Dept. of Educational Foundations, Noon - 1:00 pm, Life Hall Room 224

**WEDNESDAY - 17 MARCH**
WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTS: Follow up on Glen Ridge Assault Trial by Chris McCoag & Carol Vasile Essex Cty. NOW Noon - 1:00 pm Student Center Room 417

**THURSDAY - 18 MARCH**
Barbara Schaffer, President, NJ Quilt Project presents: 'NJ History through Quilts' 8:00 pm, Russ Hall, Kops Lounge

**SUNDAY - 28 MARCH**
Montclair YMCA presents: '50 Women You Should Know' Student Center Ballroom A 2:00 - 4:00 pm $20.00

**TUESDAY - 30 MARCH**
COUN 673: Counselling for Sexual Equality, A CLASS PRESENTATION 7:30 - 9:00 pm, Student Center, Room 417

**WEDNESDAY - 31 MARCH**
The Women's Center Presents: 'A Play In One Act Based on the Life of Dorothy Parker' Noon - 1:00 pm Student Center Annex Room 126
DANCECLUB WORLDCLASS D.J.s SPIN THE SMART MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY AURAL DIET. HERE'S A SAMPLE

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS • CURE • JAMES BEASTIE BOYS • PEARL JAM • T99 • SOUP DRAGONS • BLACK SHEEP • BLUE • EMOS • JANE'S ADDICTION • THE SMITHS • JAM CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • SONIC YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • J&M CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • L7 • SONIC YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • A TRIBE CALLED QUEST • LORDS OF ACID • KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND • THE STRANGLERS • 25TH OF MAY • DEE-LITE • APOTHEOSIS • SISTERS OF MERCY • MUDHONEY • PUBLIC ENEMY • BARRY WHITE • SIDE • MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT • FRONT 242 • REM • U2 • JAM • CLASH • NEDS • ATOMIC DUST BIN • STEREO M.C.s • ETC...

WATCH FOR SPECIAL LIVE SHOWS. ACTS LOCAL TO INTL. THESE ARE SOME BANDS THAT HAVE PLAYED THE LOOP

FAITH NO MORE • MINE INCH MALE • AFA • THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS • SCHOOLEY D • SANG OF POWER • THE FEELIES • UNHOLY YOUTH • BOWLING JESUS • JOHNNY THUNDERS • THE SMITHEREENS • HENNY ROLLINS BAND • CUMP TRUCK • SLY • RABBIT • FLESH FOR LULLU • THE SELVES • SMITE THE SUN • SQUARE 1 • VON.) IXI - CRATER WITTED • THE SAVAGES • SWEET LIZARD • THE SELVES • GIMME THE GUN • MIRELE LEGION • THEY EAT THEIR OWN • SCRAM • DIG • YOUR MAMA • ANYTHING BOX • LUCKY 7 • WINTER HOURS

Lounge LIVE VENUE

SWIRL

THURSDAYS

M.S.C. STUDENTS
FREE ADM. .75« DRAFT

WRECKING BALL WEDS.

GIRLS ADMISSION FREE

$1.00 DRAFT • $2.00 SOL

SOUND CONDITIONED

MUST BE 21 Y.R.

DANCING WED-SAT.

NO BONEHEADS

FRI - SATURDAY

FREE ADMISSION

BEFORE 10:30 p.m.

$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

DIRECTIONS:

JUST 10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. TAKE RT 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. GEX. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP: GO TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVE. GO TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B'WAY. LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807

Every SPRING, WE GET A NEW CROP OF VOLUNTEERS

Believe it or not, daffodils are very effective weapons in the battle against cancer.

As the first flower of spring, daffodils represent hope. That's why we sell them every year to help support our programs in research, education and patient services.

So please call the Essex County Unit of the American Cancer Society at (201) 736-7770 to find out where the fresh-cut flowers will be available or to make advance purchases.

And help our new volunteers do their jobs.

Daffodil Days
MARCH 22-26

First flower of spring, the flower of hope.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

THERE'S NOTHING MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

STARTING Friday, February 26

18 TO PARTY 21 TO DRINK

Every FRIDAY SATURDAY & SUNDAY

New Wave - Techno - Reggae
May the road rise up to meet you

May the wind always be at your back

May the sun shine warmly upon your face

May the rains fall softly upon your fields

and until we meet again...May God hold you in the palm of his hand

Have a safe and happy St. Patrick's Day
The fight for Room 112E

This past Tuesday, the SGA President, Gouri Sadhwani, came to The Montclarion and informed the staff that they were being dismissed from one of their offices - an office that is currently shared by three editors - because she wanted the office for her own organization, the SGA.

SGA legislators, it appears, need a place to fulfill their mandated office hours. So Sadhwani and her fellow Executive Board members decided that the five foot by five foot enclave within the main office of The Montclarion would be the perfect place. Alternate rooms around the Student Center, such as the many glassed-in rooms on the fourth floor that can be reserved ahead of time, were never considered. Nor was the large conference room already used by the SGA. Why not place a few desks in it? The room sits vacant most of the time. There is also the old Cabinet office that is now used as a "storage area" for SGA records. It seems the SGA Executive board finds their three year old spreadsheets more important than the functioning of a campus-wide student organization.

The arrogant "you're only a Class One" attitude that went into the decision to strip The Montclarion of office space was made even worse by the manner in which it was arrived. There was no consultation with The Montclarion whatsoever. Wouldn't it have been more diplomatic, instead of informing the newspaper of their loss of space, to have discussed the problem and sought some input concerning a solution? The lack of concern as to The Montclarion's need for the space is obvious.

Managing Editor, George Calle said, "Most legislators were very receptive and concerned with our needs. However, Gouri seemed adamantly resolute to rule by decree and stand by her original position, which leaves The Montclarion no role in the final decision making." This tyranny is the true thorn in The Montclarion's side.

It is not the opinion of The Montclarion that legislators do not need office space. Most legislators work very hard for the student body, and if it has been determined that space is needed for them to do that work, that is fine. It is not fine, however, for the Executive Board of the SGA to arbitrarily decide to strip another student organization of much-needed facilities.

The office space used at The Montclarion is needed. Office space is needed for the legislators. Surely space can be found for both needs. Perhaps a less arrogant method of decision-making can be used by the SGA in the future. Arguments, such as this, usually arise when both parties do not listen and try to understand the other's position.
Well, I'm back. I'll bet that you conservative types out there thought that this nuisance was gone for good. Not a chance! But hey, that's life. I was going to write about something that will annoy me until the nauseam. My God, he's only been in office for a month. How does he break his promises, how he's broken his promises, etc., etc., ad nauseam. People have told you that you know nothing about grief. It has nothing to do with experience—it has to do with the number of wrinkles you have. So, the bottom line, bad news, is this: no one is going to take you seriously until you're old. And frankly, I don't even know how old you have to be. It seems that there will always be someone out there who will see you as having all the wit and wisdom of a five year old.

Why does this happen? I've never done it so I really can't say, but I suspect it has something to do with self-esteem. I can't imagine why else someone would brush you off so carelessly without trying to understand what you have to say. Of course, it could also be fear of the truth. Nobody wants to hear it like it is, so they say, "What do you know? You're young."

I've had this problem with my mother. When I converted from her religion to another, she didn't want to deal with it. Her reason for why I shouldn't have done it? I was "too young" to make such a decision. I didn't have enough "life experience." Mind you, I had clung to her religion for two years after deciding I wanted to convert, and I realized it was because she didn't want to cope with the reality.

Now, all this is not to say that older people don't have valuable experience. They most certainly do have experiences that younger people can learn from. But this shouldn't invalidate the experiences of younger people. I have known old people who have been sheltered their whole lives, and young people who have (figuratively speaking) been to hell and back more times than I can count. So far as I'm concerned, age does not necessarily imply wisdom.

It seems that there will always be someone out there who will see you as having all the wit and wisdom of a five year old.

---

Rich rule for over 300 years

Minority. He says divisions in society come from the "various and unequal distribution of property." James further his claim by saying the minority can be controlled by the majority but the opposite is not possible. To remedy the possibility of class war Madison felt an "Executive Repub­lican" was necessary. This is our representation by region system rather than proportional representation. Madison said "It will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own strength to get in unison with each other. The influence of factious leaders may kindle a flame within their particular states, but will not be able to spread a general conflagration throughout the other states." In the early and latter 1800's, (1840-50, to 1877-1890's) as well as the early 1900's, (1930) the major popular revolutions nearly toppled our government each time using police, sheriffs, and the army put them down in each region with brutal force.

These rich, white, slaveowning, landowning men feared a coalescing of the masses. The nobility of Europe was about 1% to 2% of the population. Do you think that it is a coincidence that 1% to 2% of the population has controlled 50% of the wealth since it began? As early as 1738, Governor Lydettown of South Carolina said "It has always been a policy of this government to create an aversion to them (Indians) to Negroes." They, (rich) have purposely perpetuated hate between poorer whites and blacks for 300 years. It is obvious that if the other 98% of the population comes together and demands the wealth concentrated at the top be more fairly dis­tributed, the rich would have no choice but to do so.

This nation was designed to maintain the ill-gotten fortunes built on slavery, boot­leg, and exploitation. Virtually all the signers of the Declaration of Independence were rich. Every president we have had has been rich, and so has just about every Sena­tor and Congressman. Who controls the State Legislatures and Senates, the Governor's Mansion and towns? Who else? The rich! They have used their positions to forge policies that ferment enmity amongst the various factions of the poor and middle class. To maintain their wealth, they must perpetuate a permanent work force and keep us from joining forces to better man­age and control our society. Divide and conquer, live well and prosper.
C.L.U.B.'s Night at the Movies
March 15, 1993
Don't forget your cups

In the Student Center Ballrooms

Singles

With Bridget Fonda, Campbell Scott, Matt Dillon

7:00 PM

"An Exuberant Romantic Comedy. A Gift."

Bridget Fonda, Campbell Scott, Matt Dillon

Free!!!

The Bodyguard

With Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston

9:00 PM

Never let her out of your sight.

Never let your guard down.

Never fall in love.

Free!!!

C.L.U.B. is a class 1 of the SGA
Welcome, loyal readers, to yet another thrilling installment of PROPHECY BIGG! And now, off into tomorrow...

• You have to wonder what people are thinking sometimes for instance, does a movie about a man who dresses up as a maid, gets hired by his ex-wife to help take care of their three kids as revenge for their nasty break-up and custody battle, sound like a ridiculous concept to you? well it does to me! But, it doesn’t to Robin Williams who has signed to play that part in the new film, Mrs. Doubtfire. Chris Columbus (Home Alone 2) will direct. Does it sound like Robin might have some personal experience with nannies or something? Hmmm...

• It is me or does the new crop of T.V. shows from Universal suck, big time? The shows, Kung Fu: The Legend Continues, Time Trax, Babylon 5 and The Untouchables, locked very exciting to me at one time, but they’re all awful! Well, I guess that’s the magic of previews. Anyway, Kung Fu: The Legend Continues was my favorite character from the old show in modern times. Why? A quarter of the population knows some martial arts or self-defense or can fake it real well! That’s why the damn show worked set in the old west. No one knew that stuff then. Time Trax is absolutely forgettable, period. Babylon 5 pales in comparison to its contemporaries, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, The Razor’s Edge.

• I, personally, have never seen Cindy Crawford hosting MTV’s House of Style. But now can she really be good enough to have a second show? Doubtful. But the people at Fox think they can, they are developing a show for her in a one-on-one format to begin airing this summer. Oh, and don’t worry. Mrs. 90’s will still host house of style.

• It’s here! It’s here! It’s here!! Last of the Mohicans has finally arrived on video tape. If you haven’t seen it yet, now is your Big Chance. Some of you might remember this month, and it has over 200 members.

Most people are somewhere familiar with the various incarnations of Star Trek, the different aliens that pop in here and there. One of the mainstays of the bug-eyed monster brigade are the Klingons. They’ve got big, ugly foreheads, big and moan about their honor, and generally have a bad attitude towards everyone in the known galaxy. Even their language is odd—it sounds like a combination of German and Hebrew. Want to learn how to speak like a Klingon? There’s the Klingon Dictionary, which has a Biglsh/Klingon translation section as well as chapters devoted to syntax and proper verb use. There’s also the Conversational Klingon cassette, narrated by Michael (Lt. Worf) Dom that will teach you the basics of Klingon, from a tourist's point of view. But now, there are actually courses—that’s right, actual language courses—that will teach you the Klingon language.

Northeastern Illinois University in Chicago offers a lecture series (non-credit, sorry, folks) in Klingon, presented by their Science Fiction Club. If you don’t want to hike out to Illinois, the Klingon Language Institute (I kid you not, that’s their name) offers a free 11-lesson correspondence course in Klingon.

"Klingons are very popular with Star Trek fans, so I’m not surprised that people might want to learn their weird language," says Marc Okrand, creator of the Klingon dictionary. "According to the dictionary, the language is based on the hypothetical language of the fictional alien species, the Klingons, from the "Star Trek" television series. The dictionary includes vocabulary, grammar rules, and pronunciation guidelines. It also provides transliterations of common phrases and names.

The dictionary was developed by Marc Okrand, a linguist who was hired by the creators of "Star Trek" to design the Klingon language. The dictionary was first published in 1983, and has since been updated and expanded. It has become a popular reference tool for fans of the "Star Trek" series, as well as for language enthusiasts who are interested in creating fictional languages of their own. The dictionary is available for purchase online and in many science fiction and language stores.

"Klingon is not a real language, but it is a fun and interesting language to learn," says Okrand. "It's a great way to challenge your mind and expand your horizons. And who knows, you might even pick up a few new words to use in your everyday conversations!"
Gazing longingly at the lurid landscape of the Student Center Quad, the noodies of your brain begin to contract into a state of quasi consciousness, forcing your eyelids downwards like two anvils plummeting from a 50 story building...

"...the paper must be typed, double spaced, using only the VanFlex font for those of you using a computer. The main text must not be shorter than 17 pages, nor longer than 22. We will be using the Turabian style for verification of your sources, all of which must be primary blab blab blab..."

Entering blissful REM sleep, your eyeballs slither and quake unstably about, as unsuspecting connoisseurs beyond the dunes await the arrival of spiriting tidal waves of doom. Admit the fury, the sounds of thousands of crunching Steinways rolling in the tide create a symphony of confusion...

"...NO late papers will be accepted under any circumstances. If you happen to sustain massive external injuries before the due date, and we're defining massive injuries as ones that either paralyze or prevent you from reproducing, then I suggest you consider applying for an incomplete for the semester...

The dinosaurs trample into the ocean, tripping over the pianos and bonging headfirst, bowling and kicking into a salty grave. They thrust and scream, snapping bones and spewing bile onto the beach...

"...the paper is due THIS THURSDAY!"

The dinosaurs vanish in a blur of fluorescent light. Standing before you is an enormous being, 5 feet tall, 290 lbs., clenching apiece of withered chalk between its forefinger. It stares at you with bulging eyes, its blue gray hair flopped hopelessly over what appears to have been a neck at one time. "Wha-? Hmmm? What?" you gasp, wiping the sleepy drool from your lips.

"Do you have a question?" it asks.

"Ah, um, huh, when did you say this paper is due?"

"I repeat, the paper is due THURSDAY. Do not hand it before THURSDAY. Do not hand it in after THURSDAY. Do not pass Go. Do not collect $200. Do you comprehend the instructions I have just given you?"

"Dig."

"That's fine. Class is over. I'll see you all bright and early Thursday morning."

It begins to sink into your mental agony, always coming back to the same back and obvious mistakes. The zombie comes closer and before he can utter a word, you take his hand and shove it into your mouth, biting down hard...

You wake up paralyzed and impotent in a sedate hospital room on Paterson. Beaten to a pulp by a three fingered and terribly unhappy fellow student, you contemplate the remainder of your years in mental agony, always coming back to the same back and obvious point. I should've taken the incomplete.

Note to myself: Go to the damn library.

MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and Theatre
presents
OUR TOWN
April 29, 30, May 1 & 6, 7, 8 at 8pm
with 2pm matinees on April 30 & May 9
in Memorial Auditorium
Standard ticket price $7.50
Faculty/Staff/Alumni ticket price $6.00
Student ticket price $3.50
For more information call 893-5112

Indications Press Inc.
Presents
Work on Oneself:
The Teachings of G.I. Gurdjieff & P.D. Ouspensky

"Working on oneself is not so difficult as wishing to work. This is so because our Mind, Body and Feelings have to agree among themselves, having realized that, if they are to do anything together, they have to submit to a common master. But there is no master in ordinary man."  G. I. Gurdjieff

Saturday, March 27, 4-5pm
Complementary refreshments at 5 Montclair Library
50 South Fullerton
Montclair, NJ

For more information call Doug McKenzie at 625-4727

MARCO POLO TRAVELS
295 Bloomfield Ave.
Montclair, NJ 07042
Tel: 201-509-0865 201-509-7300
Fax: 201-509-9392

Package Tours to Cancun, Bahamas and Hawaii at low prices. Best Hotels Cheapest air fares to India, Hong Kong and Europe on the best airlines. Newark to London Roundtrip for only $350 including all taxes.

STUDY IN AUSTRIA!

Scholarship for one year's study (1993-1994) at the University of Graz, Austria.
The scholarship includes:
1) A waiver of all university fees
2) Free room in student dormitory
3) Pocket money of 28,000 Austrian Shillings (about $2,500 at current exchange rate)

Required for application:
1) Current enrollment as an undergraduate at MSC
2) Knowledge of German language adequate for university level work in German
3) Good academic record

Application blanks available from Dr. Moore in G419 (German Dept.)
Deadline for application is March 31st.
To the late night D-Phi-E ambulance service, thanks, Greg

To Owen (Alpha Chi Rho) Yeto quiero, yo te amo, tu eres mi Blanquito. Love Belinda and the W.I.L.D. Bunch. P.S. Enjoy your pina coladas and peanut butter and jelly and bologna sandwiches.

Happy Birthday Kim, Love ya Lambada Sandy.

To B.T. and Mike Tyson (Paterson and Newark in the house): Kick anybody’s ass lately? (Ha ha) Love Bell

To Hortonese - The cheese exploded and I’m feeling like a logna sandwiches.

Enjoy your pina coladas and (Paterson and Newark in the house): Kick anybody’s ass lately? (Ha ha) Love Bell

To the Kappa class of Phi Sigma Sigma - Good luck on Saturday. Love and Sisterhood - Phi Sigma Sigma

To the Lambda class of Phi Sigma Sigma - You guys are excellent! Keep up the great work! Love the Sisters

To the Kappas - Roses are red. Violets are blue. Arent’t you glad you left? - love you guys!

Jim (T-Phi-B) Where’s the remote? Love Vicki (Tri Sigma)

To You - Conformity is the work of Satan - Me

WHOA NELLY!!!

Baby Chick - I love you!

Mama Bird

Steve (Lambda Theta Phi) Congratulations! Love Olga

To the W.I.L.D. Bunch; You girls are all great! don’t know if MSC is ready for you! Love Belinda (LTD)

Steve: Congratulations! We love you and we’re proud of you. Love Belinda and you Ho Cows

Mike and Bryan: We said wholesome not homely! Betty and Sheri

Steve (AXP) Thanx for a great time at cotillion. You’re the “best date.” Just keep your flames under control and watch your step!!

Kaan (AO)

Renee (SDT) just wanted to say Hi! I love ya Malley

To the Hay sledding posse, you guys look HOT all wet. Love the Spanish Hussies “We’re outta control”

L i s a (DPhiE Pledge) I can’t wait until you find out who I am. Keep it up, you are doing great! Love, your secret big sis!

To the ZB’s of AO - Cotillion was awesome. Glad we were there. Love ya, Maria.

A X P: Thanks for the great mixer! Love Quick and Easy

It was last Thursday night, do you know where your boyfriend was? Oh, I do! He was with me! Tough luck, baby!

Theta Kappa Chi - I had a great time at the Cotillion. I want to thank all the sisters that went and cheered us on.

Panama City and SHARKY’S = Delta Kappa Psi

J i m (TKE) Thanks for being such a great Cotillion date. I had a great time and you were 10 times better than any other date.

Alison 23 DAYS TILL CACÚN!!

Theta Kappa Chi - Happy Birthday to the greatest Big (#60)

Love your little Maria! (Don’t go crazy on me now!)

Duggan, I love you, plain and simple!! Dianna

Myma and Robyn (2A07) I miss you guys so much. Do you miss me? (Probably NOT!) Jay

Laura (Theta Kappa Chi) I’ll do anything for rent - a - bull. You wash, I head, you get a brain wash. Ganja (you wanna be a Kojak?)

Barbie, Sandy, Olga: If it weren’t for you Ho-Cows, my life would be a living HELL. Thanks for always being there for me. Love ya always - Jay

Hey: what’s your name and do you have a boyfriend. The girl who works the gamespace Monday nights with the long black hair. Interested.

All I want to do is zum, zum, zum at Theta Xi

Listen girls, no more water fights in the middle of the night!!

Delta Brothers - Four weeks until Panama City! The first round of drinks at SHARKY’S is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

Dwayne: Are you still good at unwrapping? Love Mira

PhiSig Lamba Class - Keep up the good work! Love the Kappas

Mark (SigmaPhiE) Who loves you? Mitch

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma) You guys are doing a great job!! Love your little little.

To the sisters of DXiD - Why did you want to be a Kojak? Do you could copy off everyone else?

To the Bulls (Pledges) You’re gonna be the death of me!! Love Gidge (Sigma Tau Nippleg) Love ya-

Remove this Section at Perfuncted of drinks at SHARKY’S is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

Dwayne: Are you still good at unwrapping? Love Mira

PhiSig Lamba Class - Keep up the good work! Love the Kappas

Mark (SigmaPhiE) Who loves you? Mitch

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma) You guys are doing a great job!! Love your little little.

To Melissa (Theta) “Cone on, Ladies, let’s mingle!!” Love EZ #87

To my roommate #88 Theta - “My lips are sealed!” #87

Neal, Three weeks!! Are you dead? Get here soon!

Love, Kelly

To the Bulls (Pledges) You’re gonna be the death of me!! Love Gidge (Sigma Tau Nippleg)

Remove this Section at Perfuncted of drinks at SHARKY’S is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

Dwayne: Are you still good at unwrapping? Love Mira

PhiSig Lamba Class - Keep up the good work! Love the Kappas

Mark (SigmaPhiE) Who loves you? Mitch

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma) You guys are doing a great job!! Love your little little.

To the sisters of AO - Cotillion ’93 rules!! You guys are the best. I love you all- love and sisterhood, ZB 48

To the sisters of DXiD - Thank you for all of the support and friendship you have shown during our first week. We love you guys! Love and Future Sisterhood, the Alpha Class

To Jill (Pledge of Sigma Delta Phi) Keep up the good work! Love Tor STN

Jackie/Jeannie (Bobn 821) You two are beautiful inside and out. Don’t ever change. Janet

To the sisters of DXiD - Thank you for all of the support and friendship you have shown during our first week. We love you guys! Love and Future Sisterhood, the Alpha Class

To the sisters of AO - Cotillion ’93 rules!! You guys are the best. I love you all- love and sisterhood, ZB 48

To the Bulls (Pledges) You’re gonna be the death of me!! Love Gidge (Sigma Tau Nippleg)

Remove this Section at Perfuncted of drinks at SHARKY’S is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

Dwayne: Are you still good at unwrapping? Love Mira

PhiSig Lamba Class - Keep up the good work! Love the Kappas

Mark (SigmaPhiE) Who loves you? Mitch

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma) You guys are doing a great job!! Love your little little.

To Melissa (Theta) “Cone on, Ladies, let’s mingle!!” Love EZ #87

To my roommate #88 Theta - “My lips are sealed!” #87

Neal, Three weeks!! Are you dead? Get here soon!

Love, Kelly

To the Sisters of Delta Phi Sigma: You’re making us very proud! Love you guys! We love you all- love and sisterhood, ZB 48

To the ZB’s of AO - Cotillion was awesome. Glad we were there. Love ya, Maria.

A X P: Thanks for the great mixer! Love Quick and Easy

It was last Thursday night, do you know where your boyfriend was? Oh, I do! He was with me! Tough luck, baby!

Theta Kappa Chi - I had a great time at the Cotillion. I want to thank all the sisters that went and cheered us on.

To Melissa (Theta) “Cone on, Ladies, let’s mingle!!” Love EZ #87

To my roommate #88 Theta - “My lips are sealed!” #87

Neal, Three weeks!! Are you dead? Get here soon!

Love, Kelly

To the Sisters of Delta Phi Sigma: You’re making us very proud! Love you guys! We love you all- love and sisterhood, ZB 48
LOOK, HOBBES. THERE'S A QUIZ IN MY NEW ISSUE OF "CALVIN AND HOBBES." OR WHAT'S IT CALLED, ANYWAY?

"DOES YOUR GUM DELIVER?"

LET'S SEE HOW MY GUM RATES...

A) ROCK-LIKE OR BRITTLE

B) PLEASANTLY FIRM

C) SUPPLE OR BENDY

MMM... MY GUM IS NICE AND HARD AT FIRST. I'LL MARK YOU V. ________

YOU KNOW WHAT? PEOPLE MAKE MORE FUN OF THE COWARDS.

WHEN YOU'RE A KID, YOU DON'T HAVE MUCH VARIETY OF EXPERIENCE. YOU LIVE WITH YOUR PARENTS, AND THAT'S ALL YOU KNOW. YOU GROW UP THINKING WHATEVER THEY DO IS NORMAL.

AHH. WHAT A DAY. UP AT 6:00, A 10-MILE RUN IN THE SNOW, AND A BIG BOWL OF PLAIN OATMEAL. HOW I LOVE THE HEDONISM OF WEEKENDS.
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS. Deadline for Thursday edition is the prior Friday.

Part-time - Eye Doctor's office in Wayne needs a friendly person who's a self-starter to work 3 nights 5-8 and Saturday 10-6. Call Tammy at 256-2228.


Upper Montclair Mom seeks caregiver/playmate for two active pre-school boys. M or F, 3 days/week, part-time. Flexible hours. 783-5775.

Babysitter needed for one year old. Flexible schedule. 2 days, 1 night a week. Please call 785-1246.

BABYSITTING - 2-3 nights per week: 3:30-7:30. 2 adorable children ages 8 & 9 1/2. Cook simple dinners, homework & play. Call 744-3318.

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $169! Jet there anytime for only AIRHITCH! CALIFORNIA-$129 each way. AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

EUROPE this summer? Only $169! Jet there anytime for only AIRHITCH! IBRINE-$189 r/t air to somewhere sunny. CALIFORNIA-$129 each way. AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

Babysitter needed for one year old. Flexible schedule. 2 days, 1 night a week. Please call 785-1246.

BABYSITTING - 2-3 nights per week: 3:30-7:30. 2 adorable children ages 8 & 9 1/2. Cook simple dinners, homework & play. Call 744-3318.

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $169! Jet there anytime for only AIRHITCH! CARIBBEAN-$189 r/t air to somewhere sunny. CALIFORNIA-$129 each way. AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

Need a tax preparer...? Minutes from campus, Computerized service. Very reasonable. Call 239-3157.

12 Free College Credits Per Semester at over thirty New Jersey institutions of higher learning.

The New Jersey Army National Guard in cooperation with over thirty New Jersey Institutions of higher learning offers you the chance to receive up to 12 tuition free college credits per semester. In addition, the New Jersey Army National Guard will pay you up to $750 per month with the Montgomery GI BILL. To qualify, you must be a high school graduate or equivalent and be a member of the National Guard in good standing. This is a great opportunity to serve your country, earn a good part-time salary and enjoy the benefits of a higher education. Call your local recruiter for more information.

1-800-792-8396

NEW JERSEY

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
MSC seeks return to Division III World Series

Improved offense, depth keeps Kubicka optimistic regarding "life without Fyfe"

by Keith A. Idee

The success of the pitchers have been enhanced by the improved defense. Sophomore Jennifer Flinn, junior Kristi Kuchinski and senior Kim Drager, a shortstop known for her tremendous arm and good range, will provide consistency defensively. She's coming off a .293, 26 RBI season. Kuchinski, the team's catcher, had only three errors last year. Drager, a second baseman, is last year's assistant coach. "It's the experience and now it's time to go for it," said head coach Anita Kubicka. While the Red Hawks are stacked with talent all around the diamond, they'll have a tough time replacing the graduated Lois Fyfe. The 1992 Division III Player of the Year, who was also named to every other recognition team imaginable, carried the Red Hawks to the third spot in the final national rankings.

However, Kubicka is confident that the strength of the team's two-pitcher rotation (junior Michelle Servo and freshman Denise Warnock) will work its magic. "They're both throwing real well right now, so I think our pitching is going to be solid," said Kubicka, third-year coach. The strength of the pitchers will be enhanced by MSC's reliable defense and improved offense. "I think our defense is good all over the field and we've added some punch to our lineup," said Kubicka. Although Flinn has two quality starts to count on, Kubicka doesn't think that pitchers will be as dominant this season as they've been in years past. That's due to the fact that all three softball divisions of the NCAA will be using new optic yellow polyurethane balls. These balls take off approximately 25-30 feet more upon impact than the old balls. The change in balls is good news for the MSC hitters. Sophomore Jennifer Flinn, junior Kristi Kuchinski and senior Kim Drager will lead the offensive charge for the Red Hawks.

Flinn, a second baseman from Blackwood, was named the NJAC's Rookie of the Year in 1992 when she was second on the club with a .377 average and made only six errors. However, she had shoulder surgery last summer and is currently making her way back. If Flinn comes back at full strength, she'll be MSC's catalyst from the leadoff position. Kuchinski, the team's catcher, out of Matawan, is looked to for leadership and motivation as well production. She'll bat both at and behind the plate. She batted .296 last season and drove in 20 runs. Drager, a shortstop known for her tremendous arm and good range, will provide consistency offensively and defensively. She's coming off a .393, 26 RBI season. The outfield will consist of junior Karen Bouloucon in left, junior Karen Bouloucon in left, senior Krissi Kressler in center and junior Susanne Tiedem in right. Kressler, a returning starter, last year, will be counted on for good defense and punch from the bottom of the lineup. Kubicka noted that sophomores Cindy Polhaman could see significant action in centerfield. With MSC's first game just a little more than a week away, there are still two infield positions up for grabs according to Kubicka. At first base, Kerry Kramer, a junior transfer from Linden, and freshman Shatone Maloit are competing for the starting position. And at third base, junior Keri O'Meara and senior Suzanne Stoff are the candidates. Starters for both positions will be chosen next week.

Other reserves include Michelle Zawoski, a junior catcher from Clark and Fran Bellapian, a second baseman out of Carlstadt. Stacy McWilliams, an infielder/outfielder from Clifton, N.J., is currently out of action stemming from a knee injury sustained during basketball season. Her return date remains up in the air.

Bellapianta could be called upon for starter's duty depending on the recovery of Flinn. One area that Kubicka would like to see her team improve upon is its record in conference play. The Red Hawks were 1-7 in the NJAC last year despite their 27-18 overall record. "I'd like for us to get better in our conference and I'd also like to see a top finish in the NJAC tournament. Due to the strength of our conference, I feel that a strong showing in the NJAC will have a direct correlation with regional action," Kubicka said.

Kubicka, a firm believer in communicating with her players, feels that if her team can properly execute that they should be able to live up to their expectations this season. She knows that her role is important, but winning games is up to the players. "They are the ones who control their own destiny," she said.

MSC's SILC SCOOP

T/T and some worthy teams are going to get snubbed. If the play-offs started this week, Suddenly Impac, one of the best teams in the entire league, at 5-3 would not be invited to the big dance. On the other hand, a team with just three or four wins is likely to qualify on M/W/. CB's solution. SILC should lump the entire league together. Take the top ten squads on the basis of record regardless of which night they play. That would insure the best ten and reward teams who have played a difficult schedule.

THAT'S THE SPIRIT:

Something had to give when Delta Chi A clashed with the University of Delaware's Sigma Alpha Epsilon. It will take a 7-3 or maybe a 6-4 record to make the top five on MAY's list.

As the intramural basketball season enters March, last second game winning shots, must win matchups and teams just playing out the year are all part of the madness.

UNTOUCHABLES:

The X-Men and BDP are emerging as the favorites to take the intramural title. The X-Men (8-0) need just one more win to clinch the Monday/Wednesday division. BDP (7-0) is on track to take the top seed on Tuesday/Thursday. The two penhousears are the only teams left without a loss.

BANKED:

Troy Bailey's 20-foot jumper with just .10 remaining kissed the glass and dropped to give Ruff House the come-from-behind victory over Sudden Impact. You've got to call that shot! Troy-Rough House (5-2) also downed Death Rho (6-2) last week and seem to be peaking just at the right time of the year.

ON THE RISE:

Delta Chi B (6-2) has won seven straight after dropping their first two decisions to open the season. Jeff Kowalchuk's play during the streak has drawn comparison to John Starks of the New York Knicks. Runnins! Nuttins! (6-2) has crept back into the playoff hunt due to a six game winning string.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION

presents

"YOU BETTER WORK!!!"

FASHION SHOW

March 16, 1993  8:00 pm
(Doors open at 7:00pm)
Student Center Ballrooms
MONTCLAIR STATE

Admission:
$4.00

All proceeds will be donated to the
"Association of Hispanic Handicapped"

LASO is a Class I of the S.G.A.
Ronnie Lott and Leonard Marshall emphatic "YES!"
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The signings of free agents

Judging from the moves that

free agents around the league. The

message is simple: We want to win right now! By paying Lott $3 million over two years and

Marshall $4 million over three years, the Jets also made it known that they are willing to pay more than market value for players as they take advantage of the new free agent system.

Now the Jets are going after the free agent of all free agents, former Philadelphia Eagles' defensive end Reggie White. There's only one problem: half of the teams in the league want the top defensive lineman in football, too. Why should he come to the Jets?

Well, it all comes full-circle. The Jets have now improved their reputation. Just because Lott and Marshall are now Jets doesn't mean White will want to become one.

But it can't hurt either.

Rumor has it that a 4-year, $14 million contract is what White years. For the sake of Jet fans everywhere, Mr. Hess should be willing to open his huge wallet a bit more.

Could you imagine a defensive front of White, Marshall and Jeff Lageman? Add to that Lott with budding star Brian Washington at safety and James Hasty and Mike Brin at cornerback and you've created the core for an NFC-type defense.

And let's not forget that the Jets have the third pick in this April's NFL Draft. They're currently drooling over Florida State linebacker Marvin Jones. If Jones is taken with one of the first two picks (it's especially possible because the Patriots, headed by Bill Parcells, have the first pick), there are other defensive studs for Steinberg and company to choose from. Regardless of who New England and Seattle pick, the Jets are guaranteed to come away with at least one of the top three defensive players out of the college pool.

Last season the Jets took

cooperation of recent flops Blair Thomas and Browning Nagle on the offensive side of the ball to become legitimate contenders. And a new offensive line wouldn't hurt either. That's easier said than done, but somebody's got to save Bruce Coslet's job, right?

Recent moves could finally have Jets flying in the right direction

Has Leon Hess finally had enough?

Enough of his New York Jets being one the least respected in the league; enough of them playing second fiddle to the New York Giants in the metropolitan area; enough of this team just not getting anywhere year after year?

Judging from the moves that the Jets made this week, the answer to the questions above is an emphatic "YES!"

The signings of free agents Ronnie Lott and Leonard Marshall represent a lot more than just the addition of two quality players to a hurting defense. These two players have six Super Bowl rings between them. They both bring leadership and work ethics that are unquestionable. More importantly, they bring reputations with them that give the Jets an instant dose of credibility.
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Softball looks for repeat of last season's magic

SILC hoops

Sports

Thursday, March 11, 1993

Expectations are high for MSC baseball

**Undefeated Sloan wins Division III national championship at 177 lbs.**

by Nicole Festa

This past weekend, the five MSC qualifiers competed in the Division III National Wrestling Championships at New London, Conn.

Jim Sloan was the highlight of the weekend for the Red Hawks. The undefeated 177-pounder won the Division III national championship in his weight class, as he closed out his career at MSC with a remarkable 72-1 record.

Bill Templeton, MSC's 167-pound competitor, also reached the finals in his weight class, but was ousted 4-2 in overtime.

As a team, the Red Hawks were coined "underdogs" in this tournament but proved early on that they were a force to reckon with. Going into the tournament, head coach Steve Strellner felt that all five of his wrestlers had a shot at placing, and that overall his team could finish third. "When we arrived we were shooting for third because both teams that we had seen (Wartburg and Augustsburg) had seven All Americans and we only had three," said Strellner of his realistic approach.

Templeton, a senior who was not a favorite to win his weight class coming into the tournament, pulled off upsets in the quarterfinals and semifinals to move to the championship round.

Although he lost in the finals, Templeton was quite impressive. "Bill wrestled really well. He put everything together at the right time," said Strellner.

Sloan, a senior who was the favorite coming into the tournament, went into overtime (5-5) in his championship match with Irvine Koehnen of Central University of Iowa. Sloan's whole season was riding on this overtime session and he pulled out an 8-6 victory.

The win avenged Sloan's only loss as an MSC wrestler two years ago in the Division III Championship match, when he lost 9-5 against Peter Wang of the University of Chicago. He rendezied last season to concentrate on academics and continued to work out on his own.

Sloan, who transferred to MSC from Division I Central Connecticut, felt that he was one of his toughest matches of the year. He was also happy about his decision three years ago to come to MSC. "Looking back, I feel I made a good move to Montclair," he said.

**Pressbox**: Will the Jets improve after making moves?...23

In the bleachers...21

**Red Hawk Road Trips**

The MSC softball and baseball teams will hit the road over Spring Break to play in Florida and California respectively. According to the schedules, 17 games will be played in all.

**Softball**

Sat. 3/20 vs. Lake Michigan, 11:30 a.m.
Sat. 3/20 vs. Baldwin Wallace, 6:30 p.m.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Carthage, 1:15 p.m.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Allegheny, 1:15 p.m.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Calvin, 8 a.m.
Sun. 3/22 vs. Mount Mercy, 1:15 p.m.
Wed., 3/24 vs. Wisc.-Whitewater, 11:15 a.m.
Wed., 3/24 vs. Baldwin Wallace, 6:45 p.m.
Thurs., 3/25 vs. Nebraska Wesleyan, 8 p.m.
Thurs. 3/25 vs. Allegheny, 9:45 p.m.

**Baseball**

Wed. 3/17 vs. Univ. of Redlands, 2:30 p.m.
Thurs. 3/18 vs. Azusa Pacific, 3 p.m.
Fri. 3/19 vs. Cal Lutheran, 2 p.m.
Sat. 3/20 vs. Cal Poly-Pomona, 2 p.m.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Univ. of Laverne, 7 p.m.
Mon. 3/22 vs. Cal-San Diego, 2 p.m.
Tues. 3/23 vs. Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, 3 p.m.

*After returning home, softball resumes play on 3/30 vs. Muhlenberg (DH) and baseball comes back on 3/28 to play Adelphi.*